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Job summary:
Are you a senior system administrator or are you a system administrator with the ambition and
capabilities to become a senior system administrator? Then apply for this job and join our team.
As a senior system administrator you are responsible for the technical design, planning,
implementation, and the highest level of performance tuning and recovery procedures for mission
critical enterprise systems. You serve as a technical expert in the area of system administration for
complex operating systems. You recommend the redesign and configuration of operating systems
and system applications. You investigate and analyze feasibility of system requirements and
develops system specifications. You identify methods, solutions, and provide project leadership
and management in order to provide a high level of service.
Job key responsibilities:
- Manage our company’s and our customers’ virtualization platform based on VMware
- Manage our company’s and our customers’ Microsoft infrastructure
- Manage our company’s and our customers’ Linux infrastructure
- Responsible for incident management
- Preparation and implementation of changes (proactively)
- Advising clients on infrastructure and management of Windows environments
- Perform project-based activities on site
Job requirements:
- ‘HBO Informatica’ or equivalent
- Have at least 4 years of experience in dealing with customers and Microsoft
infrastructures
- MCSE certified
- VMWare certified or willing to achieve this in a short time period
- Knowledge of network technologies (switching, routing, firewalling) and (preferably HP)
SAN Storage Systems
- Knowledge of Linux and FreeBSD is a plus
- Be able to work independently but also in a team
- No nine-to-five mentality, flexible working hours
- Oral and written proficiency in Dutch and English
- Driver’s license and preferably a car
Working environment:
- You are working with a new ambitious company that is sharing knowledge and
information. Using machine learning, data is valued and then transformed into
information. The result is shared as TRUE knowledge.
- You are joining a team of creative and ambitious people doing exciting projects with new
technologies and involving new ways of sharing knowledge and/or educating people.
- There will be frequent brainstorm sessions, major challenges, career opportunities and a
lot of fun.

